TopNotes
The app we chose was TopNotes. The app
is used for taking notes for any use. You
cannot type actual words unless you buy
the pro version which is $4.99. The app can
lock certain notes, change pen colors,
change form of writing utensil, put certain
notes in different folders, and simply draw
up ideas. Online,our group looked up
reviews and articles on TopNotes. The app

has a four star review and has been very
useful to many people.the audience of the
app can be for a 5 year old or someone that
is 50. You can draw on the app as well as
take notes. You can use this app when you
need to jot down a quick note in a short or
long amount of time.
A question people can ask is,"How can I
take notes without writing text?"
The interest that this app has for young teens
is, you're more hands on and you won't get bored
as easy. It's just like writing on paper but, with
technology.
The iTunes description of the app states,"
Topnotes is the best note taking app ever
built for your iPad." The review and
description of the app also goes into detail
about all the wonderful editing tools and
usage of the app. It uses examples such

as," full set of highlighter pens and choose
paper type for each page." The ITunes
reviews are very dependable and are one
of the best descriptions of the app.
Another reliable review of TopNotes is from
the website, appato.com,
states,"TopNotes is a powerful app for
handwriting and organizing notes, sketches,
diagrams, illusions and drawings. It is the
easiest-to-use and going to be the bestselling handwriting app for iPad."

HOW IT WORKS

There is a tutorial on the app that walks you through the tools which
makes it very easy to use, you just have to go through 3 steps.

